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myths, legends, folktales and fables of guyana - myths, legends, folktales and fables of guyana by dmitri
allicock for the guyaneseonline blog the practices of myths, legends, folktales and fables is said to provide
continuity and stability to a culture. they foster a shared set of perspectives, values, history and literature, in
the stories themselves. through these communal tales, we are connected to one another, to our ancestors, to
the ... literature review bahamian bush medicine: fact or folklore? - literature review bahamian bush
medicine: fact or folklore? edith gibson . the college of the bahamas. 1. abstract . the practice of bush
medicine in the bahamas is shrouded in mysteryis literature review is not an attempt to verify or disclaim the
beliefs as to the authenticity of the healing powers of native plants but rather to give a brief informative
overview of the rich cultural ... food of the gods is a daring work of scholarship and ... - food of the gods
: the search for the original tree of knowledge: a radical history of plants, drugs, and human evolution food of
the gods is a daring work of scholarship and exploration that offers an inspiring vision for individual fulfillment
and a humane basis for our interaction with each other and with the natural world. woman at point zero, the
doctor in history, literature, folk-lore ... high quality facsimile reproduction: deems, edward mark ... [pdf] the doctor in history, literature, folk-lore, etc. finally we got the holy-days and holidays: a treasury of
historical material, sermons in full and in brief, suggestive thoughts, and poetry, relating to holy days and
holidays, comp file. the how of literature - oral tradition - the how of literature ruth finnegan in a
challenging article that starts not from the conventional western literary canon but from traditional japanese
theatre, andrew gerstle (2000:43) has raised the interesting question of whether the concept of “performance
literature” might be illuminating as an analytic and comparative tool when approaching the literatures of africa
and asia. further ... folk medicine use among the gullah: bridging the gap ... - folk medicine use among
the gullah: bridging the gap between folk medicine and westernized medicine by tiara banks under the
direction of akinyele umoja abstract this study examined the practice of folk medicine among a group of
african americans living on the coast of the sea islands, the gullah/geechee. the gullah/geechee are
descendants of enslaved africans, transported from western and ... more cunning than folk: an analysis of
francis barrett’s ... - doctor’s residence you notice that there are plants, papers, and a variety of objects
nailed to the rafters of the ceiling. appearing out of nowhere, a man stands before you in the most peculiar
outfit; iron goggles, a whalebone umbrella, with a black cat on his shoulder. after listening to you, this
strangely dressed man gets up and selects a large leather bound text from a modest library ... content, form
and technique of traditional and modern ... - doctor of literature and philosophy in the subject african
languages at the university of south africa promoter: professor s m serudu june 1994 . declaration i declare
that content, form and technique of traditional and modern praise poetry in northern sotho is my own work
and that all the sources that i have used or quoted have been indicated and acknowledged by means of
complete references ... scottish tradition pbdirect a collection of scottish folk ... - scottish tradition
pbdirect a collection of scottish folk literature war and hung precariously over the edge. today, in 2015, twentythree years have passed since u.s. and soviet forces clashed in baluchistan with salem witchcraft trials: the
perception of women in ... - salem witchcraft trials: the perception of women in history, literature and
culture udc 821.111(73).09 ana kocić university of niš, faculty of philosophy, serbia e-mail: anakocic@hotmail
abstract. the paper deals with the (in)famous phenomenon of salem witchcraft trials through historical and
cultural perspectives with a special emphasis on their implications for the perception of women ... the
portrayal of women in xitsonga literature - the portrayal of women in xitsonga literature with special
reference to south african novels, poems and proverbs . by . rirhandzu lillian machaba . submitted in
accordance with the requirements for the degree of . doctor of literature and philosophy . in the subject .
african languages . at the . university of south africa . supervisor: professor sozinho francisco matsinhe .
september 2011 ... a chest health resource for trans* folk - qmunity - 5 receiving the most qualified and
respectful care possible is important. it can make a huge difference in whether you feel comfortable going for
potentially life-saving health check-ups, and in your chances of the paris time capsule ella carey pdf
download - the paris time capsule ella carey paris time capsule kindle edition by ella carey , paris time
capsule kindle edition by ella carey download it once and read it on your kindle device, pc, phones or tablets
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